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   * Sender RTT Option for DCCP (Gerrit Renker, 10 min)
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Document Status
DCCP WG
* Milestones: New WG I-D: QuickStart for DCCP

* Documents in Last Call - None.

* Documents Completed Last Call - None.

* Documents in IESG/AD Review - None.

* Documents in RFC Editor Queue:

  draft-ietf-dccp-rtp-07.txt (REF)

  draft-ietf-dccp-rfc3448bis-06.txt (AUTH)

* Published RFCs in period: RFC 5238: DTLS / DCCP
To-Do Milestones

DONE         WGLC "DTLS over DCCP" as PS - DONE
DONE          WGLC “Updated TFRC” as PS
Apr 2008     WGLC "Service Codes” as PS
Jul 2008     WGLC “Faster Restart” as EXP
Sep 2008     WGLC “Simultaneous Open” as PS
Mar 2009     WGLC “QuickStart for DCCP” as EXP
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